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DS19 Compact Drill Stand

The DS19 drill stand offers a premium 
quality entry-level stand with similar 
features to the successful DMS26.

The most important part of any drill 
stand is the rise and fall mechanism. 
Many machines have inferior systems. 
However, the DS19 features a precision 
manufactured rack and pinion rise and 
fall, with a solid precision ground column 
to provide steady, smooth and  
accurate movement.

RRP £59.99

STROKE: 67 mm

THROAT DEPTH: 125 mm

HOLDING COLLAR: 43 mm

WEIGHT: 6.6 kg

SIZE: H500 x W175 x D260 mm

STROKE: 76 mm

THROAT DEPTH: 127 mm

HOLDING COLLAR: 43 mm

WEIGHT: 17.4 kg

SIZE: H730 x W260 x D380 mm

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

Drill not included

Headstock  
Is cast aluminium with a 43 mm collar to accept 
most hand held drills and some small routers. For 
milling work with a router the head can be tilted 
to increase functionality.

Rack and Pinion Precision manufactured rack 
and pinion rise and fall, with a solid precision 
ground solid steel column to provide steady, 
smooth and accurate movement.

DMS/26 Cast Iron Adjustable Drill Stand

Base Solid cast iron base with built in locating slots 
to allow for a vice to be securely and accurately held 
in place.

All serious woodworkers have a pistol 
drill so why not enhance this tool and 
transform it into an accurate drill press 
and morticer?

The main head and base are cast iron, 
dampening vibration and resulting in true 
clean boring to exacting standards. The 
DMS26 has a built-in adjustment block to 
eliminate any play which develops over 
time in the headstock. The 43 mm collar 
diameter allows for all popular drills to 
be securely clamped. By rotating through 
180 degrees, the main headstock can be 
positioned to work over the edge of a 
bench allowing oversized work pieces to 
be processed. The positive and lockable 
depth stop enables repetitive drilling to 
be carried out with ease. This unit is an 
intelligent alternative to cheap  
drill presses available.

Brass Screw Adjusts any play that may develop 
in the column.

RRP £99.99

Base Solid cast iron base with built in locating slots 
to allow for a vice to be securely and accurately held 
in place.

Depth Stop The positive 
and lockable depth stop 
enables repetitive drilling 
to be carried out with 
ease and a greater level 
of accuracy.

Heavy Duty Construction  
The main head and base are cast iron, thereby 
dampening vibration and resulting in true clean boring 
to exacting standards.

Drill not included

“This is the only drill press I’ve found that prevents 
the drill from wandering off the mark...and there is 
adjustment to accommodate wear so it will always 
run true.”

 
Website Review

What They Say...

OPTIONAL FITMENT

WR101M Mortice 
Attachment 
Turn your drill into a portable 
morticer with this simple accessory. 
(Chisel and Bit not included). 
RRP £19.99

Head Unit Can be 
swivelled over side of 
bench to accommodate 
large workpieces  
(eg doors). NB. Shown 
with optional WR101M.


